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No. Party Line (to) Actio
n

Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment

1 ECOLO 2 add migration: the EU 
must not leave 
border states alone 

NO to a  Europe fortress , for a renewed european 
migration policy 

 after the drama of Lampedusa (and all the others)  
and the recent council of ministers  on the issues of of 
asylum and migration , it does not seem appropriate 
that the PVE adopt a too restricted resolution , on 
such important issue .Ecolo would like to enlarge the 
scope  of the resolution beyond the question of 
sharing the burden among all EU members states .  

2 ECOLO 12 add Between january 1993 and march 2012 over 16.000 people 
died.  The absence of any legal entry possibility  in the EU 
territory, has contributed to reinforce the traffic of human 
beings.Today more than ever, the EU has to take 
responsibility and reform its migration policy .

The EU is not threatened by migration flows often assumed 
to only be going from south to north.  Out  of the 15 
millions refugees world wide, 4/5 of these are in developing 
countries . Subsaharan Africa alone is hosting 25 % of world 
refugees while EU is hosting 15% of them
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3 ECOLO 15 add At present , european and national migration policies are 
only based on repressive and security  concerns which 
criminalize the migrants. For more than 10 years , the closure 
of legal entry channels to the EU has been accompanied by 
repressive legislations , that prevent migrants and refugees 
access to the european territory. The only objective of this 
policies and measures is to" control  migration flows » . The 
Frontex agency has been established in 2005  to stop the 
entry of asylym seekers ,refugees and migrants and not to 
protect them although  their protection is guaranteed by 
international conventions.( geneva convention )

In the same perspective , the EU has been imposing/selling to 
the neighboring southern countries ,(libya , tunisia , Algeria , 
morocco ,  Tunisia .) agreements (assorted with financial 
means ) to stop the migration flows at their borders ( which 
lead to serious violations of migrant rights in these countries. 
), while negotiating «  readmission clause   in the cooperation 
agreements with african countries .

idem amendement 1

4 Groen 17 18 add 
after 
line 17 
+ 
replace 
line 18

Additionally, a streamlined coordination mechanism should 
be set up, in which states can both exchange information and 
engage in substantial cooperation. Participation in these 
mechanisms should become compulsory, in order to avoid 
redundancy and inadequate protection of refugees. (r18) At 
present, the absence of such a coordination mechanism 
means that many loopholes and exceptions continue to exist, 
which put migrants at risk...

The current formulation is highly voluntaristic, and 
merely advocating the creation of standards at the EU 
level, tells us nothing about how these standards will 
be implemented and how states will be enforced to 
live up to them. Setting up a coordination mechanism 
ensures that these standards are more broadly 
supported and that they are institutionally embedded. 
Compulsory participation of all member states in this 
central coordination mechanism ensures a more 
streamlined policy and avoids the creation of parallel 
regimes which allow member states to venue shop 
and cherry pick those rules which are most favorable 
to them. We need a solid and unified mechanism and 
not just standards whose legal status is unclear.
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5 Groen 23 add To assure the structural and continued financial support of 
those countries facing the heaviest pressures, sound financing 
mechanisms should be installed. Only through structural and 
predictable financing mechanisms can these countries 
develop structural programs with a long-term perspective, 
rather than having to rely on short-term ad hoc measures, 
which only aggravate the situation in the long run.

States need to know that their approach will be 
financially sustainable in the long run, otherwise they 
will only implement short-term policies which do not 
provide a structural answer to the problem. To ensure 
sturdy financial flows, we need to develop and 
institutionalize actual financing mechanisms, which are 
binding, and from which states cannot opt out for 
domestic reasons, crisis measures, etc.  The height of 
financial assistance and the logic of distribution should 
be decided upon by the coordinating body mentioned 
in R17.

6 Groen 29 add prevent migration prevent migration at the external borders of the EU There are also country-of-origin programs which seek 
to dissuade people from migrating when they are still 
in their countries by proposing them alternatives, 
seeking viable solutions and informing them about the 
risks. These programs are in a way also aiming to 
prevent migration, and should not be done away with 
altogether. What we are denouncing in this paragraph, 
is specifically the policy to ward off migration at the 
borders. This should be clear, that we are not against 
awareness raising programs, but only against the 
protection of fortress Europe.

7 Groen 31 replace adopt institutionalize adopting a concept can be a pragmatic and rhetoric 
strategy which does not have any impact on the actual 
policy information. We need to demand actual policy 
measures and reformations of the Dublin treaty to 
reflect the concern with solidarity.
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8 ECOLO 35 add Today Europe must stand to its values , respect international 
rights and take its responsibility.  We  call for  a fundamental 
reform of migration policy , and to adopt a common 
European migration policy , based on respect of Human 
rights and international laws  ,  common responsibility and 
solidarity . . The question of legal migration should also be 
addressed .

The reinforcement of the « defensive  means» (called by the 
member states and the EUC ) of Frontex (its financial means 
increased from 19 millions in 2006 to around 85 millions in 
2013),or the externalization of boundaries control  ,  is not 
the answer . Only an effective application of the Geneva 
Convention , including through the delivery of visas , will 
allow to avoid dramas in the Mediterranean.

 The  EU cooperation polities towards the mediterranean 
countries must not be inspired or conditioned by security 
matters and migration control considerations.. The Mobility 
Partnerships proposed to several countries in the region , in 
the wake of tunisian and egyptian « springs  « are highly 
skewed in favour of EU interests. Another perspective of  
Europe cooperation with  southern mediterranean african 
countries  ,including migration , must be brought forward and 
discussed within  a global EU  /africa perspective and 
partnership.

idem


